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We consider two different kinds of fluctuations in an ion trap potential: external fluctuating electrical fields,
which cause statistical movement ~‘‘wobbling’’! of the ion relative to the center of the trap, and fluctuations of
the spring constant, which are due to fluctuations of the ac component of the potential applied in the Paul trap
for ions. We write down master equations for both cases and, averaging out the noise, obtain expressions for
the heating of the ion. We compare our results to previous results for far-off resonance optical traps and heating
in ion traps. The effect of fluctuating external electrical fields for a quantum gate operation ~controlled-NOT!
is determined and the fidelity for that operation derived. @S1050-2947~99!06005-9#
PACS number~s!: 42.50.Lc, 03.65.Bz, 05.45.2a, 89.70.1cI. INTRODUCTION
The ability to engineer and control pure quantum states of
trapped ions is driving a number of new technologies includ-
ing time and frequency measurements, new measurement
schemes, and quantum logic manipulations for quantum
computation @1–3#. The key requirement for engineering
quantum states is the necessity to remove, or at least control,
all sources of noise and uncertainty. Laser cooling in particu-
lar enables uncertainty about the initial vibrational state to be
removed by cooling the ions to the collective vibrational
ground state. From that point pure states may be prepared
using highly stabilized laser pulses. Despite these achieve-
ments, however, noise cannot be entirely eliminated. Re-
sidual laser intensity and phase fluctuations in the pulses that
are used to shape the quantum states must be taken into
account @4,5# as well as noise in the trapping parameters. In
this paper we consider various sources of noise in the trap
itself and determine their effect on cold trapped ions and the
ability to perform reversible logical operations.
Noise is of course the origin of decoherence, the process
which limits the ability to maintain pure quantum states.
However, we need to be careful in making the connection
between noise and decoherence. From a fundamental per-
spective the dynamics of the ions is always unitary and re-
versible, even in the presence of noise, but by definition the
dynamics of a noisy quantity is uncontrollable and often un-
known. Thus the precise unitary dynamics varies from one
run of the experiment to the next and the exact motion of the
state in Hilbert space may not be known or even precisely
predictable. In the course of the experiment we do not have
precise control over, or knowledge of, the unitary transfor-
mations in state engineering, and thus we cannot be sure we
have reached the desired state in Hilbert space. In the case of
quantum computation such a result is manifest as an error.
Faced with describing such a system we can simply average
over the noise, which in practical terms means we combine
the data from many experiments all performed with different
realizations of the noisy control parameters. Alternatively we
can give the sample space of error states in each run, together
with their probability of occurrence. In this paper we give
both descriptions particularly for the case of fluctuations of
the center ~equilibrium point! of the trap potential.PRA 591050-2947/99/59~5!/3766~9!/$15.00In an ion trap an inability to precisely control the motion
leads to an unwanted excitation of the vibrational state of the
ion, that is ‘‘heating.’’ The main source of this heating ap-
pears to be due to the ambient fluctuating electrical fields in
the trap. There are now a number of experiments that have
measured this heating @2,6–8#. Recently James @9# has
shown that a simple theory of this source of heating can be
given in terms of a harmonic oscillator subject to a fluctuat-
ing classical driving field. Our model for this source of heat-
ing is similar, although our theoretical description is a little
different.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we first de-
rive the heating rate of the ion due to fluctuating electrical
fields. Section III is devoted to the effects of fluctuations in
the spring constant of the trap potential on the heating. In the
fourth section we look at the effects of fluctuating electrical
fields on gate operations. As a specific example we investi-
gate the effects on the so far experimentally realized
controlled-NOT gate ~NIST gate! @11#. We conclude with a
discussion of our results.
II. HEATING DUE TO FLUCTUATING
ELECTRICAL FIELDS
We want to model the effects of fluctuating electrical
fields with the same formalism used in Ref. @4# and compare
our results to those obtained by Savard et al. @10#. There they
derive the heating rate for a far-off resonance optical trap due
to fluctuations in the location of the trap center which are
caused by laser-beam-pointing noise. We apply the formal-
ism here to an ion in a Paul trap. In those traps additional
electrical fields cause a replacement of the center of the trap,
to which the ion adjusts automatically by finding the mini-
mum of the potential. We assume that those electrical fields
which cause this replacement have got an additional white
noise component, to which the ion cannot adjust.
The Hamiltonian in this case is
H5
p2
2m 1
1
2 mv
2x21j~ t !x , ~1!
where x and p are the position and momentum operator of
the ion in the trap, m is the mass of the ion, and v is the trap3766 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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force due to fluctuating fields which we assume to be due to
a white noise process, i.e.,
j~ t !dt5AgdW~ t !, ~2!
with dW(t) a Wiener process and the parameter g scales the
noise. Since we are dealing with a white noise process, we
define a stochastic Schro¨dinger equation in the Ito formalism
@12#
dr52
i
\
@H0 ,r#dt2
i
\
Ag@x ,r#dW~ t !2
g
2\2
@x ,@x ,r## ,
~3!
where
H05
p2
2m 1
1
2 mv
2x2. ~4!
For a single run with a known ~or monitored! behavior of the
noise in time, the above equation gives the evolution of the
system density operator conditioned on the entire history of
the noise process. Since we are not interested in the effects of
the fluctuations in some short time limit or just for one run of
the experiment, we follow Ref. @4# and average over the
noise to get the master equation for the average density op-
erator
dr˜
dt 52
i
\
@H0 ,r˜ #2
g
2\2
@x ,@x ,r˜ ## . ~5!
This equation has a ‘‘high frequency’’ limit which may be
relevant in experiments for which the time scale is much
longer than the period of the trap. For example, if the trapped
ions form a quantum logic gate the time over which the gate
operation is imposed may be much greater than the trap pe-
riod ~which is typically of the order of 1026 s). In that case
we can transform to a frame rotating at the trap frequency
and time average the rapidly rotating terms to give a master
equation in the form
dr
dt 5
g
2\mv S ara†1a†ra
2
1
2 ~a
†ar1aa†r1ra†a1raa†! D . ~6!
To calculate the mean energy
^H0&~ t !5
^p2&
2m 1
1
2 mv
2^x2&, ~7!
we look at the time derivative of ^x2& and ^p2& and get the
two equations^x˙ 2&52
1
m
^xp1px&, ~8!
^p˙ 2&5mv2^xp1px&1g , ~9!
and thus
d^H0&
dt 5
1
2m g . ~10!
So the mean energy is
^H0&~ t !5
1
2m gt1^H0&~ t50 ! . ~11!
~The same result is obtained with the time averaged master
equation as well.! This result is equivalent to that derived by
Savard et al. @10# and by James @9# in the limit of white noise
and with appropriate changes of notation.
To make the comparison with the results of Wineland
et al. @2# we write Eq. ~11! in terms of the mean vibrational
quantum number n¯ as
dn¯
dt 5
1
t*
, ~12!
where the time constant for decoherence is then given by
t*5
2\mv
g
. ~13!
The fluctuating linear potentials are caused by fluctuating
electric fields E(t) on the trap electrodes thus we expect that
the fluctuating term in Eq. ~1! is given by j(t)5qE(t). If the
fluctuations in the electric field are treated as white noise the
spectral density of these fluctuations ~near the trap fre-
quency! is independent of frequency. If we take E(t)dt
5E0dW(t) then we have the equivalence g5q2E02 with the
spectral density of fluctuations in the field given by
SE~v!54E
0
`
E~ t1t!E~ t !¯dt ~14!
52E0
2
. ~15!
Thus the decoherence time becomes
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4\mv
q2SE~v!
, ~16!
which is the form quoted in Ref. @2#.
III. NOISE IN THE SPRING CONSTANT
In an ion trap a suitable combination of ac and dc electric
fields are used to create an approximate harmonic potential
in three spatial dimensions for one or more ions @17#. In the
case of more than one ion, the Coulomb force couples the
motion of the ions and the collective normal mode coordi-
nates undergo harmonic motion. Laser cooling enables the
ion, or the collective mode of many ions, to be prepared in or
near the ground state of the system. Noise in the spring con-
stant in due to fluctuations in the accomponent and dccom-
ponents of the applied potential. In the linear trap of Ref. @2#
with the long axis oriented along the z axis, and with micro-
motion ignored, the periodic trap potential at the trap center
is given by
F'
1
2 mvz
21
1
2 mvr
2~x21y2!, ~17!
where the harmonic force in the z direction is formed by a
static potential and in the x-y direction it is formed by an ac
potential at frequency VT and amplitude V0 . The resonance
frequency is then given by vr5qV0 /(21/2VTmR2), where m
and q are the ion mas and charge and R is the distance from
the z axis to the surface of the linear electrodes. Clearly
fluctuations in either the dc or ac component will lead to
fluctuations in the spring constants of the trap, although in
practice ac fluctuations are more significant.
In far-off resonance optical traps, the restoring force is
provoked by the induced optical dipole force of an applied
laser. Typically the atom is confined at the node of a stand-
ing wave of a laser tuned above the atomic resonance ~blue
detuning!. The atom them sees a mechanical potential pro-
portional to the intensity of the laser. If the intensity is qua-
dratic near the node, a linear restoring force will be pro-
duced. In this case fluctuations in the applied laser intensity
lead to fluctuations in the trap frequency @10#.
The Hamiltonian for a particle moving in a harmonic po-
tential with fluctuating spring constant is
H5
p2
2m 1
1
2 mv
2@11e~ t !#x2, ~18!
where again we assume white noise
e~ t !dt5AGdW~ t !, ~19!
and the noise this time is scaled with the parameter G . To
make things easier, we introduce dimensionless coordinatesx!S 2\
mv D
21/2
x5X , ~20!
p!~2\mv!21/2p5P , ~21!
so that the commutation relation in these new coordinates
now reads
@X ,P#5
i
2 . ~22!
Thus our Hamiltonian takes on the form
H5\v~P21X2!1e~ t !\vX25H01e~ t !\vX2. ~23!
Again we are not interested in a specific noise history, but
rather in the overall effect of the fluctuations. So we average
out the noise and the corresponding master equation reads
dr˜
dt 52
i
\
@H0 ,r˜ #2
G
2 v
2X2,@X2,r˜ #. ~24!
We want to determine the change of the mean energy with
time. The mean energy is given by the expression
^H0&~ t !5\v@^P2&~ t !.1^X2&~ t !# . ~25!
We wish to get the expressions for ^P2&(t) and ^X2&(t). To
do this, we can first derive a system of first order differential
equations for ^P2&(t), ^X2&(t) and ^XP1PX&(t)/2:
d
dt S ^X2&^P2&1
2 ^XP1PX&
D 5AS ^X2&^P2&1
2 ^XP1PX&
D , ~26!
where
A5S 0 0 2vGv2 0 22v
2v v 0
D . ~27!
So we have to solve this system of differential equations to
get the solution for ^X2&(t) and ^P2&(t). The exact solution
is
PRA 59 3769DECOHERENCE AND FIDELITY IN ION TRAPS WITH . . .^H0&~ t !5\vXH expS 2~D221 !vA3D t D ~22D212D4!~11D21D4!9D2~12D21D4!
1expS 2 ~D221 !vA3D t D F2 2~D221 !49D2~12D21D4!
3cosS 2 ~11D2!vD t D1 2~12D
2!~112D22D41D61D8!
3A3D2~11D6!
sinS 2 ~11D2!vD t D G J ^X2& t50
1H expS 2~D221 !vA3D t D 11D21D43~12D21D4! 1expS 2 ~D221 !vA3D t D F 2~D221 !23~12D21D4!cosS 2 ~11D2!vD t D
1
2D2~D221 !
A3~11D2!~11D21D4!
sinS 2 ~11D2!vD t D G J ^P2& t501H expS 2~D221 !vA3D t D 2~D621 !3A3D~12D21D4!
1expS 2 ~D221 !vA3D t D F2 2~D621 !3A3D~12D21D4!cosS 2 ~11D2!vD t D
1
2~D221 !2~11D21D4!
3D~11D6!
sinS 2 ~11D2!vD t D G J 12 ^XP1PX& t50C, ~28!where
D5A3 3A3
4
Gv
2
1A11 27
16 S Gv2 D
2
. ~29!
To simplify things, we assume that the noise is a small effect
compared to the free dynamics, i.e.,
G
2 v!1. ~30!
Using this approximation we get
^H0&~ t !5\v expFGv22 t G~^P2&~ t50 !1^X2&~ t50 !!. ~31!
Again this result is equivalent to the one given by Savard
et al. @10# in the limit of white noise. In Fig. 1 both the exact
FIG. 1. Plot of the exact ~solid line! and approximated ~dashed
line! solution for the increase of the phonon number in time. This
plot is for a vibrational frequency v511.2(2p) kHz and for
Gv/250.1. We choose the initial values to be ^X2& t505^P2& t50
5(1/2)^XP1PX& t5051/4, so that ^H0& t50 /(\v)51/2.~solid line! and the approximated ~dashed line! solution are
plotted for the vibrational frequency v511.2(2p) kHz and
the value of Gv/2 is 0.1 in this plot. We choose the initial
values to be ^X2& t505^P2& t505(1/2)^XP1PX& t5051/4,
so that ^H0& t50 /\v51/2.
IV. EFFECTS OF FLUCTUATING EXTERNAL
ELECTRICAL FIELDS DURING QUANTUM
GATE OPERATIONS
We have investigated the overall effects of the fluctua-
tions in the spring constant and the position in ion traps. It is
of interest to look at the effects of those fluctuations on gate
operations used for quantum computation @14#. The gate op-
erations are performed by shining an additional laser, with a
specific frequency and for a well determined time, on a two-
level transition in an ion. This laser causes an interaction
between the internal electronic states of the ion and the c.m.
motion of the ion or of all the ions if there is more than one
ion in the trap.
We will denote the electronic qubit as ug&, ue& for the
ground state and the excited state, respectively. The coding is
such that the ground state is logical 0 while the excited state
is logical 1. The vibrational state will be denoted by the
energy eigenstates u0&v , u1&v which are the ground state and
the first excited state, respectively.
A controlled-NOT gate can be broken down into the cir-
cuit shown in Fig. 2, where a controlled phase shift is sand-
wiched between two p/2 pulses with different phases on the
target qubit, which in this case is the electronic qubit. The
p/2 pulses produce rotations of the electronic qubit:
UR
1 :H ug&!1/A2(ug&2ue&),ue&!1/A2(ug&1ue&), ~32!
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2 :H ug& j!1/A2(ug&2ue&),ue& j!1/A2(ug&1ue&). ~33!
The controlled phase shift UP acts to produce a p phase shift
only if both the electronic qubit and the vibrational qubit is
in the logical state u1&L . The total transformation from input
to output is then given by
uCout&5UR
2UPUR
1uC in&. ~34!
We take the most general input state to the controlled-
NOT gate as
uC in&5~aug&1bue&) ^ ~du0&v1eu1&v) ~35!
with a , b , g , and d being complex amplitudes satisfying
uau21ubu25udu21ueu251. ~36!
The first p/2 pulse UR
1 acting on the target ~electronic! qubit,
then produces the state
uC1&5
a1b
A2
dug&u0&v1
b2a
A2
due&u0&v1
a1b
A2
eug&u1&v
1
b2a
A2
eue&u1&v , ~37!
where the subscript 1 indicates that this is the state after the
first rotation. The controlled phase shift operation just
changes the sign of the last term. Then the final rotation UR
2
takes this state to the output state
uCout&5adug&u0&v1bdue&u0&v1aeue&u1&v1beug&u1&v .
~38!
If the vibrational qubit is subject to noise in the trap center
position, i.e., there are fluctuating electrical fields, the gate
will not operate as required. The noise does not effect the
rotations, which only involve the electronic qubit ~except for
heating up the vibrational state during those rotations!, how-
ever, it will disrupt the controlled phase shift operation
which couples the electronic and vibrational systems. We
first make the usual transformation into the interaction pic-
ture with
U05expF2 i\ H0tG , ~39!
where
H05\va†a1\vAs1s2 , ~40!
FIG. 2. Schematic representation of a controlled-NOT gate: The
controlled phase shift UP is sandwiched between the two single
qubit rotations UR
1 and UR
2
.to give
HI5HG2\lj~ t !~a†eivt1ae2ivt!, ~41!
where HG is the interaction picture Hamiltonian causing the
gate operation and where
l5~2\mv!21/2. ~42!
To include the noise we need to calculate the effective
controlled phase shift operation including the noise term
over the time of the gate operation. The d-correlated nature
of white noise enables a simple approach in which noise
terms can be separated and treated perturbatively while the
gate interaction is treated to all orders. To enable this ap-
proximation we first transform to an interaction picture de-
fined by
uC I~ t !&5expS 1 i\ HGt D uC~ t !&. ~43!
The total time evolution for the controlled phase-shift gate
over the gate time T is given by uC28&5UP8 uC1& with
UP8 5expS 2 i\ HGT DT S expF2 i\E0Tdt8Hnoise~ t8!G D
5UPUN@j~ t !# , ~44!
where
Hnoise~ t !5expS i\ HGt D @2\lj~ t !~a†eivt1ae2ivt!#
3expS 2 i\ HGt D ~45!
and where T is the time ordering operator and T the time
required for the gate operation in the absence of noise. We
have indicated the functional dependence on a particular re-
alization of the noise by @j(t)# . The time-ordered evolution
operator appearing as the second factor in Eq. ~44! may be
treated perturbatively in the stochastic amplitude j(t) by car-
rying the Dyson expansion to second order.
There are two ways to view the effects of the noise. One
way is at the level of a single realization of a gate operation.
This view enables us to see what the error states will be in
the presence of noise. The second way is to determine the
result of a gate operation by ensemble averaging the noise.
This view enables us to give an average fidelity for the gate
operation in the presence of the noise. The two views will be
referred to as a quantum trajectory picture and an ensemble
average picture, respectively. in the quantum trajectory pic-
ture the output state is a functional of the particular noise
history j(t) over the gate operation time T. The output state
is then a pure state of the form
uC8@j~ t !#&5UR
2UPUN@j~ t !#uC1&, ~46!
where, as earlier, uC1& is the state after the first rotation of
the electronic qubit. To find the likely error states the noise
operator can now be expanded in powers of the noise ampli-
tude.
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sible realizations of the noise over the gate time T. The out-
put state is now a mixed state given by
rout8 5UR
2UPr18UPUR
2 ~47!
and
r185E UN~@j#!uC1&^C1uUN† ~@j#!P@j#d@j# , ~48!
where P@j#d@j# is the probability functional for each noise
realization. To calculate r18 we expand the unitary operator
UN@j(t)# to second order in the noise and then average over
the classical stochastic variables. The evolution of the den-
sity operator over the gate time T is then given by a Dyson
expansion @13# which to second order is
r18>r11
1
i\E0
T
@Hnoise~ t1!,r1#dt1
1S 1i\ D
2E
0
T
dt1E
0
t1
dt2@Hnoise~ t1!,Hnoise~ t2!,r1#.
~49!
Since E@dW(t)#50, the average over the second term van-
ishes and we only have to calculate the average over the third
term. This is done by noting that @16#
K E
0
t
G~ t8!dW~ t8!E
0
t8G~ t9!dW~ t9!L 5E
0
t
G~ t8!2dt8.
~50!
We can quantify the effect of noise on the average
through the fidelity defined by
F~g!5^Couturout8 uCout&, ~51!
where uCout& is the output state for a noiseless gate operation
while rout8 is the output state of the gate averaged over all
realizations of the noise. The fidelity is the probability that
the system is in the desired state and will depend on the
noise correlation strength g . Substituting Eqs. ~34!, ~47! we
find that
F~g!5^C1ur18uC1&. ~52!
To proceed we take two examples for realizing a controlled-
NOT gate between the vibrational state and the internal state
for one ion in the trap.
A. Mutual phase-shift gate
In the discussion of the perfect controlled-NOT gate we
saw that the essential two-qubit operation is a controlled
phase shift. We will discuss two different ways by which this
can be done. The first way involves a mutual conditional
phase shift of the vibrational and electronic degrees of free-
dom. This operator commutes with the vibrational quantum
number. The second way involves an auxiliary electronic
level and is used in the NIST scheme to produce a
controlled-NOT gate @11#. We first discuss the mutual phase
shift gate as this is simpler.The mutual phase shift gate is defined by the unitary
transformation
UP5exp~2ipa†a ^ ue&^eu!. ~53!
To include the noise we need to calculate the effective con-
trolled phase shift operation including the noise term over
the time of the gate operation, where the gate Hamiltonian is
HG5\ka†a ^ ue&^eu ~54!
and with the gate operation time such that kT5p , where k
is a constant. An interaction of this kind can be produced by
a carrier frequency excitation of the ion @15#.
The total time evolution is then given by Eq. ~44! with
Hnoise52\lj~ t !~a exp@2iktue&^eu2ivt#1H.c.!,
~55!
where H.c. indicates the Hermitian conjugate of the preced-
ing term. The effect of the noise is determined by expanding
the second time ordered factor in Eq. ~44! to second order,
thus
UN511i@an~T !1a†n†~T !#
2
1
2E0
T
dtH a dn~ t !dt 1a† dn†~ t !dt J $an~ t !1a†n†~ t !%,
~56!
where the operators n are defined in the following way:
n~ t !5lAgE
0
t
dW~ t8!e2i~v1kue&^eu!t8. ~57!
We first determine the likely error states in the quantum
trajectory picture. The desired gate operation, Eq. ~53!, com-
mutes with the phonon number operator a†a and cannot
change the vibrational quantum number, and thus the vibra-
tional states always remains in the logical basis of u0&, u1&.
The noise factor UN , however, is linear in a and a† and thus
does change the phonon number. Keeping terms to second
order in the stochastic amplitude means that, in a single re-
alization of the gate, the effect of the noise is to ‘‘leak’’
coherence into the vibrational states u2&v , u3&v as well as
changing the weighting of the vibrational qubit basis states
ug&, ue&. For example, in the quantum trajectory picture, a
single realization of the noise takes the state Eq. ~37! to the
state
uC28&5e
2ipa†aue&^euS uC1&1 a1bA2 dng*ug&u1&v
1
b2a
A2
dne*ue&u1&v1
a1b
A2
e~ngug&u0&v
1A2ng*ug&u2&v
1
b2a
A2
e~neue&u0&v1A2ne*ue&u2&v) D 1fl ,
~58!
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subscript 2 indicates that this is the state after the controlled
phase shift gate operation, and the prime indicates a state
corrupted by noise. The first term is the correct output state
and all subsequent terms correspond to an error. The error
terms are multiplied by random variables defined by
ng5lAgE
0
T
dW~ t !e2ivt, ~59!
ne5lAgE
0
T
dW~ t !e2i~v1k!t. ~60!If the gate time T is large compared to the vibrational fre-
quency, these random variables have zero mean and the cor-
relation functions are @16#
E~ngng!5E~nene!50, ~61!
E~ng*ng!5E~ne*ne!5l
2gT ~62!
E~ng*ne!5
2il2gT
p
. ~63!
As mentioned above we can calculate the fidelity of the
gate operation, Eqs. ~51!, ~52!. The result up to first order in
g isF~Gk!5122Gk~112ueu2!1Gk~12ueu2!ueu2H ub2au4F11 kp~v1k!sinS vpk D cosS vpk 12D D G
1ua1bu4F11 kpvsinS vpk D cosS vpk 12D D2ub2au2ua1bu2 4kp~2v1k!cosS vpk D sinS vpk 12D D G J , ~64!where
Gk5
pg
\mvk
~65!
is the now dimensionless noise parameter and D is the phase
difference between d and e
D5fd2fe , ~66!
where we denote the phase of d (e) by fd (fe), respec-
tively.
As expected for an expansion up to second order in Ag
the fidelity depends linearly on g , since we have averaged
FIG. 3. Plot of the dependence of F on the initial state we want
to perform the gate on. The chosen parameters for the plot are v
511.0(2p) MHz, k51.0 MHz, D50, and Gk50.02.out the first order term. The inverse dependence on the non-
linear coupling constant k is easy to understand. If this pa-
rameter is large, the gate time can be made very short in
which case the noise has less time to act and produce an
error. Thus the fidelity should approach one as k becomes
large. Note that in general the fidelity depends on the initial
state. The dependence of F on the initial state is plotted in
Fig. 3. The plot parameters are v511.0(2p) MHz, k
51.0(2p) kHz, D50, and Gk50.02.
B. NIST gate
The Hamiltonian required to describe the controlled phase
shift operation in the NIST gate @11# is
HG5\
Vh
2 ~ ue&^auxua
†1uaux&^eua !, ~67!
FIG. 4. Plot of the dependence of F on the initial state we want
to perform the gate on for the NIST gate. The chosen parameters for
the plot are v511.0(2p) MHz, Vh512.0(2p) kHz, D50, and
Ga50.02.
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creation and annihilation operators for the quantized CM
motion of the ion. This Hamiltonian is used to describe a 2p
blue-sideband pulse between the excited state of the elec-
tronic qubit ~logical 1! and an auxiliary state uaux&. The ro-
tations of the electronic states are carried out by p/2 pulses
that are assumed to act without noise. This assumption is
reasonable since the effective Rabi frequencies for thosetransitions are higher than those for the blue sideband pulses,
thus leading to much shorter pulse durations.
As before we separate the pure gate operation from the
noise by transforming to an interaction picture through the
gate Hamiltonian. We then determine the average fidelity for
the gate operation by averaging over the noise.
Calculating r18 using Eq. ~49! and in particular Eq. ~45! is
a rather tedious, but straightforward process. The fidelity rate
turns out to beF~Ga!5122Ga@11ueu2#2Gaueu2ua1bu2
1Gaueu2~12ueu2!ub2au4 sinS 4pvVh D cosS 4pvVh 12D D F Vh8pv 2 Vh16p~Vh22v! 1 Vh16p~Vh12v!G
1Gaueu2~12ueu2!ua1bu4F11 Vh2pvsinS 4pvVh D cosS 4pvVh 12D D G
1Gaueu2~12ueu2!ua1bu2ub2au2 sinS 4pvVh D cosS 4pvVh 12D D F Vhp~Vh24v! 1 Vhp~Vh14v!G , ~68!where
Ga5
4pg
\mvVh
~69!
is now the new dimensionless noise parameter and D is again
the phase difference between the two vibrational states as
defined above in Eq. ~66!.
Again the fidelity depends linearly on g. The dependence
of F on the initial state we want to perform the gate on is
plotted in Fig. 4. The chosen parameters for the plot are v
511.0(2p) MHz, Vh512.0(2p) kHz, D50, and Ga
50.02.
V. DISCUSSION
We have determined the heating rates due to a fluctuating
trap potential and due to fluctuating electrical fields for the
mean motional energy of an ion in a rf Paul trap. The poten-
tial use of ion traps as simple quantum computers in view we
have calculated the effects of fluctuating electrical fields
~considered one of the major sources of noise at the moment!
during a controlled-NOT gate operation. We derived fideli-
ties for two different ways of performing the required con-
ditional phase shift needed for those gates. This analysis is
particularly useful for the application of ion traps to quantumcomputation. It gives an estimate on how strong those fluc-
tuating fields can be to still perform a computation with a
certain accuracy.
Taking the current heating rate of the COM mode for the
NIST ion trap @6#, which is about 19 phonons per ms and
assuming that these heating rate is due to fluctuating electri-
cal fields ~the reasons for those heating rates are not clear
yet, so we just assume at this stage until experimentalists will
come up with more elaborate data!, we get a rough estimate
for Ga'0.02. With that value we get fidelities above 90% for
one gate operation, which certainly needs improvement to
allow for more than one gate operation.
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